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Purchasing and Performance Material Policies

Thank you for  purchasing a  work by Vincent  Oppido!  Please  take  a  moment  to  read the 
following policies. By purchasing music (either through www.vincentoppido.com or a music 
distributor) you agree to adhere to the following:

1. Digital Material.  All digital purchases come with a unique watermark stamped on each 
page. The watermark may not be removed for any reason. Files are delivered as a password 
protected link via wetransfer. The link will expire after 4 weeks. Please be sure to download 
and properly archives your files within that time. Once a link expires, a new set must be 
purchased.  Full sets are delivered as two files - one file of the full score - one combined file 
of all parts. All files are set for 8.5x11 printing. You are permitted to photocopy materials as 
needed for the instrumentation of your ensemble. All printed files must remain within the 
school or organization. Students and teachers are not permitted to keep any materials for 
personal use.

2. Printed Material.   All  printed  purchases  are  shipped from Black  Ribbon Pro  within  5 
business days. You are permitted to photocopy any parts for the sole purpose of fitting  the 
needs  of  your  ensemble’s  instrumentation.  Photocopies  must  be  destroyed  after 
performance. Students and teachers are not permitted to keep any copied material. If a part 
becomes  damaged  or  lost,  a  replacement  part  may  be  purchased  for  $15.  To  order 
replacement part, please send an email to catalog@vincentoppido.com.  

3. Performances.  School or organization has the right to perform any purchased material in 
perpetuity, bearing that they retain materials. Lost materials will need to be repurchased. 
Performance materials may not be shared with any other school or organization under any 
circumstance. Guest conductors who own a full set are not permitted to share performance 
materials  with  any  ensemble  they  conduct  outside  of  the  purchasing  school  or 
organization.

4. All Sales Are Final.   Once purchased and shipped (or delivered via wetransfer), music 
cannot be returned or refunded.

Now that all the legal jargon is out of the way, best wishes to you and your ensemble for 
wonderful  music  performances!  Be  sure  to  check  www.vincentoppido.com  frequently  for 
newly published music!
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